Britt Bolnick
AUTHOR, BUSINESS COACH, PIT BULL RESCUER
Time management and healthy boundaries for
creative, rebel women.

About Me
I've built a business (and a dog rescue!) from food stamps and
single mama-hood to a 6 figure biz that I work part-time,
while also making the time to found a dog rescue.
I mentor soul-led women business owners and multipassionate entrepreneurs, teaching a fool-proof and
predictable way to reach six figures while they run their
business in 30 hours a week or less.

Conversation Topics

☆ Time management as a personal growth tool
☆ Time management as a business owner
wearing many important hats

☆ Using "magick" in your business growth
☆ How I make free time for myself when I have
two teens, 4 dogs, 11 chickens, a thriving
business and a dog rescue that runs 24-7

☆ Setting and maintaining healthy boundaries
☆ Scaling your impact and income while
increasing free time

Get in Touch!
inarmscoaching.com
support@inarmscoaching.com

ABOUT THE BOOK
"The Magick of Bending Time in Your Sacred Business” is a
how-to manual for managing time in your sacred business
(and personal life) that shows you how multi-passionate,
entrepreneurial, soulful women can make time for everything
they love while they build success with their work.
When you talk about doubling your income, creating financial
freedom, living by your own rules...you have to understand
that how you spend your TIME dictates how you create
FREEDOM.
Sacred Structure and Britt’s Magickal Time Bending tools are
freedom-creators. They're THE tools that allowed her to start
and grow In Arms Coaching in 3-4 hours a week those first
two years until she was making enough money to quit all
other work.
They allowed her to make the space to start her non-profit
dog rescue without losing sleep, income, OR sanity.
And they’re the tools that she’s using to keep her income, free
time, and a minimum of 8 hours of sleep a night while she and
her husband start their third company.
They're a piece of the tools she teaches that allow her clients
to earn more and work less.

Praise From Readers
It’s rare to come across the perfect collaboration of practical
and spiritual in a “business book”, but Britt’s take on Sacred
Structure, and why we need it, is exactly that. Britt actually
manages to make time management sexy…weird, I know!
But it’s true. My entire CONTEXT on time management has
been forever shifted." -Jen Spivak, founder of The Ad Girls

